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Canadian bank short sellers hold fire 

Thursday, May 4th 2017 

Investor sentiment in the wider Canadian banking sector has 
held up despite recent developments in Home Capital Group. 

 TSX composite banks (ex HCG) see lowest short interest in over 2 years 

 Equitable Group the only bank targeted by short sellers after HCG’s collapse 

 HCG short sellers have been forced to cover as lenders call back their loans 

Negative investor sentiment stemming from the recent cratering in Home Capital 

Group’s (HCG) shares has been constrained to the troubled lender as banks which 

make up the TSX composite index haven’t experienced any significant increase in 

shorting activity over the last few weeks.  

The average demand to borrow shares across the 10 banks which feature in the 

index was up significantly during the worst of last weeks’ volatility; however the 

great majority of this negative sentiment was focused on Home Capital Group. The 

nine remaining banks haven’t experienced any significant change in shorting activity 

over recent weeks as the average demand to borrow their shares has hovered 

around the 7% of shares outstanding mark.  

 

There is no denying that Canadian banks are still very highly shorted relative to their 

peers in the TSX composite, however negative sentiment in the sector has been 
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warming up in recent months. In fact the average short interest across the nine non 

HCP banks now stands at the lowest level in over two years after short sellers 

covered a third of their positions over the last 12 months. 

Recent covering is explained in part by the rebound seen in the commodities market 

as several of the country’s banks were faced with a surge in non-performing loans 

during the depths of last year’s commodity rout. Regional bank Canadian Western 

highlights this trend perfectly as over 40% of its shares were out on loan over the 

worst of last year’s volatility. The majority of Canadian Western bears have since 

been placated as demand to borrow the Edmonton based lender’s shares has halved. 

Since covering has come hand in hand with a sharp rebound in the company’s share 

price. 

 

Equitable sees shorts surge 

The only bank that looks to have been singled out by short sellers for a possible 

repeat of HCG’s recent slump is Equitable Group which has seen demand to borrow 

its shares triple over the last month to a very high 30% of shares outstanding. 

Shorts have been spurred on in recent weeks as Equitable experienced the same 

depositor flight that forced its peer to seek prohibitively expensive emergency 

liquidity loans. Short sellers were in line to repeat their Home Capital success in 

Equitable however news that the company had secured a $2 billion emergency credit 

line, on much better terms than HCG, prompted a sharp rebound in its share price 

which has no doubt caught a few shorts out. 
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HCG short sellers forced to cover 

Meanwhile, Home Capital Group has seen shorts cover over the last week as the 

number of its shares outstanding on loan has fallen from a high of 54.7% just before 

last week’s collapse to 30% as of latest count.  

 

This covering is deceptive however as it has been due to the fact that over half of 

the HCG shares that were in lending programs at the start of last week are now no 

longer available to lend. This is either because previous long holders have sold out of 

their positions or decided to stop lending their shares. The remaining HCG inventory 

in nearly fully lent which means that the remaining short sellers who wish to keep 

their positions open have had to pay an annualized fee of up to 80% to keep their 

borrows open. 
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Disclaimer 

The intellectual property rights to this report provided herein is owned by Markit 

Group limited. Any unauthorised use, including but not limited to copying, 

distributing, transmitting or otherwise of any data appearing is not permitted without 

Markit’s prior consent. Markit shall not have any liability, duty or obligation for or 

relating to the content or information (“data”) contained herein, any errors, 

inaccuracies, omission or delays in the data, or for any actions taken in reliance 

thereon. In no event shall Markit be liable for any special, incidental, consequential 

damages, arising out of the use of the data. Markit is a trademark owned by the 

Markit group. 

 

This report does not constitute nor shall it be construed as an offer by Markit to buy 

or sell any particular security, financial instrument or financial service. The analysis 

provided in this report is of a general and impersonal nature. This report shall not be 

construed as providing investment advice that is adapted to or appropriate for any 

particular investment strategy or portfolio. This report does not and shall not be 

construed as providing any recommendations as to whether it is appropriate for any 

person or entity to “buy”, “sell” or “hold” a particular investment. 
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